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Abstract. Originally, control mechanisms were proposed to replace the need for human
intervention in operational environments and, thus, enhance the precision and reaction
time. Nowadays, new requirements in computer systems such as adaptation have made
the design of control mechanisms more challenging. The observer/controller pattern is
one of the control mechanisms proposed to control many interacting independent elements
with intelligent decisions. An important challenge of designing these mechanisms is that
the knowledge needed for decision-making is provided by experts; therefore, the process
becomes time consuming and costly, depending on the availability of experts and their
costs. This study hypothesizes that employing a game With A Purpose can help improve
the process of providing knowledge in such control mechanisms by using crowd-sourcing
and involving non-expert humans in an enjoyable manner. This hypothesis was investigated
by Macrophage+, a game with a purpose implemented for this goal. A number of
experiments were conducted to evaluate Macrophage+, focusing on both its applicability
and e ectiveness in the context of the observer/controller pattern as well as its enjoyability
for the players. The results show that Macrophage+ is a successful game with a purpose
that involves non-expert humans in the application of the observer/controller pattern.
©

2020 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
While control mechanisms enable adaptive behavior
in modern systems [1], their design is not a straightforward task. This complexity comes from the need
for constant adaptation in unforeseen situations [2].
Adaptation is one of the sources of complexity in
modern systems, although it makes them autonomous,
requiring less human intervention [3] and more capable
to react to changes accordingly [4]. Control mecha*. Corresponding author. Tel.: +98 21 29904190;
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nisms in adaptive systems are closed-loop based on
feedback from the system and the environment [3].
The common adaptation mechanism in realizing such
systems is based on the analysis of data gathered
from monitoring them, planning the proper actions
based on the analyzed data, and nally executing
the decision. This mechanism is commonly called
the MAPE cycle (Monitoring, Analysis, Plan, and
Execution) [4{9]. One of the control mechanisms that
simpli es the MAPE cycle is the observer/controller
pattern [6] in which the control mechanism is divided
into two components: the observer and the controller.
The combination of observer and controller (usually
denoted as observer/controller) can perform e ectively
as a MAPE-based control mechanism [6]. Due to the
simplicity of the observer/controller pattern, the focus
of this paper will be on this speci c pattern so that
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we can avoid the inherent complexity of other control
mechanisms.
While there are many approaches to knowledge
discovery [10{13] in the context of control mechanism,
especially in the realization of a rather straightforward
control mechanism like the observer/controller pattern,
expert knowledge must be employed in order to specify
which data the observer collects and realize the decisions the controller makes. This results in introducing
additional costs associated with modeling the system
by the experts. A desirable solution for reducing the
costs is to involve non-experts. Generally speaking, a
non-expert individual cannot help realizing the control
mechanism directly; however, from a theoretical point
of view, the complex mechanism of information processing alongside heuristic thinking is common among
humans [14]. It means that if the information processing capability is tackled correctly, non-experts can help
solve the problems, similar to experts [15]. Speci cally,
regarding the observer/controller pattern, a means of
interaction with the domain must exist in order to
simplify and present it in a manner that the required
knowledge can be extracted from the problem-solving
capability of non-experts.
An interesting question arises here: \how
can non-experts work with a model that aims to
provide the required knowledge e ectively for the
observer/controller pattern as a speci c subdomain of
the control mechanisms?" In this regard, human-based
computation is a growing eld concerned with the
application of human intelligence collectively in the
form of crowd-sourcing so as to solve various problems
[14{17]. Two rather popular genres of human-based
computation are game With A Purpose (GWAP) and
mechanized labor [18]. Mechanized labor, like an actual
employment, requires payment for the involvement
regardless of the expertise [19]. On the other hand,
GWAP uses game and game-related concepts in order
to keep the player motivated during the game that is
actually solving the problem [20]. Currently, GWAP
has been applied to a variety of problems and has been
established as a successful realization for human-based
computation [14]. For our problem, employing a
GWAP can reduce the cost for knowledge acquisition
to nothing, but designing the game as an interactive
model of the problem has its own cost.

Hypothesis/problem: Regarding the above discus-

sion, this study hypothesizes that GWAP can help solve
the problem of knowledge acquisition in control mechanisms by crowdsourcing. This approach results in
more availability of individuals capable of providing the
knowledge. In addition, non-experts can be employed
in a free-of-charge manner.
In order to show that our hypothesis holds, a few
questions need to be addressed correctly:

Q1: What form of knowledge acquisition is presented

as a game so that non-expert individuals can solve it?
Q2: How can our GWAP be designed so that it is
both playable and enjoyable for the players?
Q3: How much e ective is the application of the
knowledge gathered by the designed GWAP for a
control mechanism based on the observer/controller
pattern?
Solution: The answer to question Q1 involves a wellknown skill-rule-knowledge model [21,22]. This mode
categorizes human performance in carrying out tasks
(or processing the information) in a general manner.
Regarding this model, the GWAP must capture the
required knowledge. A GWAP, called Macrophage+,
specially designed for a rule-based adaptation logic
for those control mechanisms, is proposed in which
a number of agents with limited actions to perform
on some resources must be controlled. In relation
to the skill-rule-knowledge model, such a rule-based
adaptation logic for the control mechanisms simpli es
the analysis of the players' actions, provided that the
game is easy to learn and mastered so that the players
can reach the rule-based and skill-based levels in a
reasonably short time. This enables the player to
make decisions almost directly applicable to the actual
control mechanism with the details of the operational
environment hidden by the game. This makes the game
a tool that collects the knowledge in the form of rules
suitable to solve the real problem.
In order to hide the diculty of the control
mechanisms from the players, a di erent domain is
applied for the GWAP. The chosen domain is biology
and, accordingly, the concept of the macrophages was
used so as to create a game capable of collecting
the required knowledge for the control mechanisms
without exposing the real purpose of the GWAP. In
Macrophage+, the game environment is the human
body in which the player is responsible for protecting
against any harms made by external entities.
It is organized as a collection of levels assigned to
the players which can be categorized into two groups:
solved scenarios and semi-random levels. The former
set is solved beforehand and given to the players for the
game introduction. It must be noted that no solution is
given to the players; thus, they still face the challenge
of completing the levels successfully. The scenarios
ensure that the game is playable for the players (i.e.,
there is certainly a solution for them). These levels are
given to the players sorted by their diculty (based
on the solution we devised beforehand) so that the
players' skills are perfected as they progress in the
game. Solving each of these levels may lead to either
the same solution we already found or a new solution.
If a new solution is found, it means that the player has
found a potentially, but not necessarily, a more ecient
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way of winning a solved scenario. This new solution
may be used in extracting new rules.
The second set of levels is semi-random levels that
resemble the challenges that the actual control mechanism must overcome in the operational environment.
They are based on the scenarios with some variations
so as to create totally new levels, with no knowledge
of their solution beforehand. A mechanism, which will
be discussed later, has been devised for ensuring that
the players will not face unsolvable levels consecutively.
Together, the rst and second sets of levels ensure that
the game is both playable and enjoyable for the players
(regarding question Q2).

Evaluation methodology: An experiment was car-

ried out in order to evaluate the game: some scenarios
were created for solving cases in which a set of tasks
was to be performed by a number of agents with
the possibility of malfunction and loss. It involves
two groups of volunteers: the non-experts and experts
in the control mechanisms domain. The former was
given the GWAP to play, while the latter was given
the corresponding real domain problem. Both groups
participated in the experiment individually and in
parallel. The purpose of having two groups was to
compare the performance of both groups in solving
the problems. Apart from this comparison, in order to
investigate that Macrophage+ is a useful GWAP in the
control mechanism domain, three metrics introduced in
[14] were used:

1. Throughput = average number of problem instances solved per human hour;
2. Average Lifetime Play (ALP) = the overall amount
of time that each player plays the game averaged
across all people who have played it;
3. Expected contribution = throughput  ALP.
In addition, questionnaires were given to the nonexperts regarding the experiment. They were asked
about their idea of the real purpose of the game and
whether the game was enjoyable or not. The reason
for the rst question was to determine whether the
game was successful in hiding the real problem or
not, while the second emphasizes the game aspects
of Macrophage+. To show the e ectiveness of the
approach (regarding question Q3), the extracted rules
were analyzed and tested on two sets of scenarios:
the rst consisted of the game scenarios played by
the players, while the second included new (unused)
scenarios. These scenarios represented a collection of
scenarios (from the solved scenarios and semi-random
levels) that were not employed in the game and were
solved manually for the evaluation purpose. The
purpose of the rst set was to ensure that the collective
knowledge could solve the context problem it was
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extracted from, while the second was intended to show
that the rules were generic enough for the control
mechanism domain.

Result summary: The results showed that the ingame levels were solvable by the nonexperts. This
emphasizes that the designed GWAP is applicable
in the context of the problem it was designed for.
Interestingly, based on the lled questionnaires, the
real purpose of the game was not guessed by the
players, and that the game was fairly enjoyable for
them. In addition, Macrophage+, as a GWAP, was
able to reduce the time needed for providing the
knowledge compared to that of using experts.
Contribution: The main contributions of this paper
can be summarized as follows:

- Employing GWAP concepts in the control mechanism domain;
- Providing a new solution for knowledge acquisition
in the control mechanism domain;
- Shorter time and lower cost than that of using
experts in knowledge acquisition.

Paper organization: In the following section, the

background of this work is presented to create a
common understanding of concepts that are used
throughout the paper. Section 3 is dedicated to
the related work. The game design is introduced in
Section 4, presenting the principles and main concepts
of the game. The evaluation of the proposed game is
conducted in Section 5. The last section is devoted to
the conclusion and some directions for future work.

2. Background
This section includes a brief introduction to the various
decision-making methods in the control mechanisms
and the biological concepts related to the proposed
game design.

2.1. Knowledge acquisition and decision
making in control mechanisms

Control mechanisms can be categorized based on their
decision-making methods, namely model-based, rule/
policy-based, goal-based, and utility-based [6,9,23].
Model-based approaches rely on modeling various
aspects of the system such as states and goals. They
utilize these aspects in order to make proper decisions
based on them [9]. The majority of the existing
research pieces fall into the model-based category
[2,24{30]. Architectural models, model checking, and
constraint evaluation are among the existing modelbased concepts and techniques used in this category
[2,24,26,30].
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The rule/policy-based approaches specify the system behavior in various situations using \if-then" like
constructs [9], whereas goal-based approaches specify
the desirable states of the system to guide the system
to achieve them [23,31{36]. Tools and techniques such
as rule engines and policy enforcement are used for
the rule-based and goal-based approaches, respectively
[32,37].
The utility-based approaches use utility functions
and try to maximize them [9]. They rely on these
functions so as to provide a direction for the desired
state of the system [38{41].

2.2. Macrophage

As the basis for the proposed GWAP, macrophages
are a type of white blood cells that defend the body
by digesting any unhealthy entity including foreign
substances, dead cells, etc. [42]. They can digest a
large number of substances in a short time using their
specialized enzymes [43]. The macrophages can distinguish the entities based on the chemical substances in
the environment [42].
The mapping between the macrophage notion, as
a biology phenomenon, and the control mechanism concept, as the problem tackled by our proposed GWAP,
is as follows: the external entities or invaders represent
the resources that the system must nish processing
before their deadline, while the macrophages indicate
the computations performed on the resources. The
concept of eating the invaders is analogous to nishing
a process or computation on a resource. Detailed
information about this mapping is given in Section 4.

3. Related work
While there is a considerable body of works on control mechanisms and their applications, the proposed
systematic search did not reveal any GWAP designed
for acquiring knowledge for the control mechanisms in
general and the observer/controller pattern speci cally.
Therefore, a broader search criterion was employed
to review the body of work concerning the GWAP
notion in a more general scope. In this manner, the
rst subsection is dedicated to a general survey on
research pieces on control mechanisms with a focus on
the observer/controller pattern. The second subsection
is devoted to di erent cases of research on GWAP,
gami cation, and serious games that are not related
to control mechanisms.

3.1. Control mechanisms and the
observer/controller pattern

The traditional systems relied on human operators
for their knowledge of control [44]. Improvements
caused by emerging technology aim at replacing the
need for human intervention with advanced control
mechanisms, making systems more autonomous and

Figure 1. An overview of the observer/controller pattern.
less reliant on human operators [6,7]. In a control
mechanism, the behavior of the system is used as a
source of information that a ects and/or corrects the
future decision [45]. A control mechanism consists of
two distinct layers. A lower (underlying) layer that
provides the functionality of the system, while the
second one guides the system [4].
The MAPE cycle [5] is a pattern that realizes
such mechanisms. It consists of four stages, namely
monitoring, analysis, planning, and execution. As
mentioned earlier, the observer/controller pattern is a
simple MAPE-based control mechanism that consists
of two components [6,7,46]. Monitoring and analysis
are carried out by the observer, while the controller
performs the planning and execution [6,7]. Figure 1
depicts a system controlled by an observer/controller
pattern. The system consists of communicating
agent/active elements. The observer monitors the elements, while the controller commands the underlying
layer (agents/active elements).
The original observer/controller pattern proposed
in [46] employed a rule-based approach to decisionmaking, augmented by several computation models
dedicated to modifying the rules. In addition, many
other works [47{49] employed a similar rule-based
approach.
Roth et al. [50] used the generic observer/ controller pattern in a middleware with an architecture close to the MAPE cycle [51] that o ers selfhealing, self-protection, self-con guration, and selfoptimization enablers to the ordinary services running
on the middleware. Each ordinary service must implement a special interface to use the desired enabler.
This work, like many others [45,52{54], employed a
model-based approach to decision-making by involving
the ordinary services in requesting the property they
required.
In some other works, such as Nafz et al. [2] and
Gudemann et al. [52], the generic observer/controller
pattern was re ned by using an approach called restore
invariant approach, which tried to achieve system goals
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by keeping its invariants and correcting the system
behavior in case of any invariant violation. This
approach can be categorized as a goal-based (keeping
the invariants) approach to decision-making.

3.2. GWAP, gami cation, and serious games

As stated in Subsection 3.1, no GWAP and no serious
game designed for the control mechanism domain were
found; therefore, the related works were chosen from
di erent domains.
Some works did not propose a game; however,
they contained ideas related to gami cation [55,56].
In [55], a generic gami cation enterprise platform was
proposed that consisted of rules authored using a
business rule management system. The rules were
monitored via an analytic process. In this approach,
the enterprise events were fed to the gami cation
platform. Gami cation in [55] involved the people at
an enterprise level as a part of the business process,
which is not the case for the control mechanism. The
demand for autonomous operation dictated minimized
human intervention in the process.
Guy et al. [57] proposed a crowdsourcing platform
for enterprise, in which individuals could create their
own games using the collective intelligence of the
enterprise. The games generated by this platform
were used for data collection on various topics, helping
the authors get ideas and enhancements from other
colleagues. The proposed platform was competent for
data gathering; however, in the case of knowledge
acquisition for control mechanism, the scenarios are
very speci c to the domain and cannot fall under a
generic platform.
Rani et. al. [58] proposed that the application of
a feedback loop could help change the game diculty
regarding the player's skill. It helped maintain a high
level of challenge for the player. They could keep the
players engaged in the game with decreased boredom
and anxiety compared to that of a normal challenge.
The feedback was measured via biofeedback wearable
sensors based on the physiological reactions of the players. In contrast, the idea of feedback at the selection
level inside Macrophage+ was employed, but it is based
only on the outcome of the levels in order to prevent
successive losses caused by the semi-random levels.
Curator [59] was a GWAP devoted to collection
recommendation. It involved the players participation
in an online manner. The players were randomly paired
and presented with collections of items to match. Scoring of the items was based on the preferences of both
players, making each player consider the preferences
of the other for a better score. The collections were
analyzed for nding the related items for collection
recommendation. This GWAP used the outcome of
the players for the recommendation; however, because
only the nal result was recorded, it lacked analyzing
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the way the player played the game. For extracting
the rules for the control mechanism, recording players'
actions are of vital importance, because they denote
how the control mechanism must interact in new
situations.
Chen et al. [60] proposed a GWAP for geotagging,
in which the game server assigned tasks to the players
involved in geotagging a location. There were two roles
assigned to the players in the game: Requester and
solver. The former asked geotagging questions that
were replied by either the server or the other players. If
the answer was not available, the latter group answered
the question via an assigned task. There was no speci c
limitation on how the tasks were assigned to the solver
group. Every player was free to choose the role based
on his/her interest without restriction. The server
employed a scheduling algorithm for task assignment
in order to answer as many questions as possible. From
the viewpoint of the knowledge acquisition problem, it
was similar to the Curator GWAP.
Pheromander [61] is a serious game for improving human-computer interactions for a pheromonebased swarm. In this game, the swarm behavior is
changed via pheromone placement by the player. The
behavior is ranked with respect to the swarm goal
and is displayed to the player in order to motivate
him/her for better placement of pheromone and better
working with the swarm from the user perspective.
Pheromander simulates the swarm's behavior when
pheromone is placed, engaging the player in solving
the real problem. This approach cannot be used with
the control mechanism, since it requires knowledge that
the non-expert may not have.
KissKissBan [62] is a GWAP that uses human
computation in both collaborative and competitive
manners. This game involves identifying captions for
images with three players in each round. A pair of players try to caption an image with the same words. The
third player takes the role of blocker that tries to block
some words to prevent other players from reaching a
common strategy. The actual role of the blocker is to
prevent cheating, thus increasing the accuracy of the
labeled images. The blocker role changes between the
players in 15 rounds of the game uniformly, resulting in
each player taking the role of blocker for ve rounds. In
the knowledge acquisition problem, reaching a common
strategy is desirable, because it denotes a common
solution to the problem that needs to be extracted in
the form of rules. Therefore, no blocker role is required
for Macrophage+.
The ESP game [14] is a popular game for image
tagging. Two players are randomly paired and given
the same set of images to label. The goal of each player
is to guess the label given by the other player, leading
to a potentially agreed label for the image. There have
been many improvements proposed for this popular
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GWAP including new algorithms for puzzle selection
[63]. Other games based on ESP have been proposed
that use a similar approach to labeling [64,65]. The
ESP game tries to reach a shared result between the
players, while in the GWAP proposed in this paper,
all players are seeking a common goal (i.e., solving the
levels). The latter goal can be easier to communicate
between the players, since the game can indicate how
many levels are nished.
The Villain Villie game [66] is a GWAP specifically designed to mine human shape perception. Its
main idea is to employ human computation to solve a
computationally hard problem. The game places the
player in the role of a detective that nds clues about
criminals, ultimately leading them to characterize their
shapes and emotional traits. The gathered data are
analyzed in order to devise a human body-trait model.
In this regard, Villain Villie has common elements with
Macrophage+, but the focus of the former is to devise
a model regarding a computationally hard problem,
while the latter focuses on reducing costs using nonexperts.
The Rings game [67] is a GWAP for generating
test data required in software testing. The game
converts the code under test into a pipe network, in
which each decision statement in the corresponding
code is converted into an obstacle with a speci c shape
representing the condition. Now, the player has to
drop a ring with the proper size so that it can pass
all the obstacles inside the pipe network (i.e., exits
from the other side of the network). The size of the
ring indicates the proper input data to test each path
in the corresponding code. This game is very similar
to Marophage+, with the same goals, but unseen
scenarios (represented as semi-random levels) are an
important factor in Macropahge+.
Kondreddi et al. [68] combined the notion of human computation with information retrieval for better
knowledge acquisition. They proposed a game that
involves a sequence of interactions centered around
knowledge represented in the form of triples or quads.
The player completes the required knowledge, and
answers are analyzed so as to create other meaningful
questions in order to acquire more knowledge. In contrast, Macrophage+ is designed to extract knowledge
from solutions provided by the players when playing the
game. Therefore, it is not sensible to provide questions
and answers to acquire knowledge from the players in
this context.
Verbosity [69] is a GWAP in the form of quiz game
that collects commonsense by the players. One player
describes a word using a template, while the other tries
to guess the word correctly. The answers are used for
enriching the resulting commonsense facts.
In [12], employing the dynamic scripting technique was proposed. This work used automated

knowledge acquisition from available sources to play
a real-time strategy game as an adaptive opponent.
The sources used in this study include other arti cial
intelligence scripts employed in strategy games. The
results showed that some general strategies could be
generated using the proposed approach. Although
the automation idea is very interesting, applying this
approach in the control mechanism domain faces some
diculties. Most notably, acquiring external sources
for control mechanisms is dicult due to the speci c
needs of each control mechanism and di erent approaches employed.
The focus of the study in [11] was on how the advances in communication technology allowed locationbased knowledge acquisition using crowdsourcing. The
proposed game was named Tell-us-where. It was in
the form of a website that encouraged the players
to describe their current location. Since the players
were encouraged to participate in the game via a
reward system (i.e., describing a place had a chance of
receiving a gift), some mechanisms were implemented
so as to prevent fake data from being collected. While
Tell-us-where is e ective in collecting data, it cannot
capture the data in the control mechanism domain
because the knowledge about them is not common and,
therefore, it is dicult to collect e ective scenarios
using this approach.
TiE [70] is a virtual world for the promotion of
artistic heritage. It engages people in micro games from
which the player learns about the art. A typical micro
game includes a puzzle of some piece of art. In this
regard, the ow of information is opposite that of the
knowledge acquisition problem, in which the knowledge
is aggregated from the players.
In summary, it can be said that none of the related
works can be applied readily to the problem of knowledge acquisition in the control mechanism domain.
Some works such as [57,58,68{70] focused more on
acquiring knowledge than applying it in a manner that
can be applicable to another domain problem. Some
other works [61,62,66,67] focused on nding a solution
to their respective domain; however, these GWAPs are
not specialized in the control mechanism domain. The
aim of Macrophage+ is to provide an e ective solution
to the problem of knowledge acquisition in the control
mechanism domain.

4. Game design
In this section, Macrophage+ will be presented from
a practical point of view suitable to employ in an
industrial environment. Hence, an illustrative example
has been prepared in order to indicate the various
aspects of a generic rule-based control mechanism capable of handling possible failure during the operations.
This illustrative example has been applied to many
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P1: Performing the required tasks on the workpieces

works related to the control mechanisms of such a
category [2,6,71,72]. In this way, the applicability of
Macrophage+ can become more tangible. The generic
requirements devised from the illustrative example will
be shown to be ful lled by Macrophage+ by presenting
various aspects of this GWAP. These aspects include
the manner in which the levels are designed, how the
levels are assigned to the players, and nally how the
data are gathered to extract the related rules.

Realizing these properties can ensure a desirable
control mechanism capable of operation in a real
environment.

4.1. Illustrative example

4.2. Macrophage+ overview

The operational environment of the illustrative example consists of a collection of agents commanded by a
control mechanism. Each agent has a few arms/tools
capable of performing the following tasks: drilling a
hole in the workpiece, inserting a screw in the hole,
and tightening the screw (Figure 2(a)). The control
mechanism must issue commands to the robots in a
manner that when a failure occurs in a robot (e.g.,
a robotic arm is broken), the overall process can
still continue. When such failure occurs, the control
mechanism must change the assignment of the robots.
An example of such change of assignment can be seen
in Figure 2(b), in which a drilling tool of a robot has
been broken and, therefore, the system has changed
the assignment of the tools in order to sustain the
processing of the workpieces. It should be noted that
there are limits to the assignment of tasks, meaning
that it is possible that no solution can be found at some
point and the process may fail. Another complexity in
this control mechanism is caused by lack of guarantee
for the arrival time of the workpieces; thus, the system
must process the incoming workpiece even when the
load is more than what expected (one workpiece at a
time). For instance, if two workpieces arrive instead of
one workpiece, the system has to change the assignment
of tools in a way that no delay happens in the process.
A desirable control mechanism for this environment must have the following major properties:

using the agents;
P2: Recovering from failures of the agents;
P3: Handling of timing issues (e.g., workpieces not
arriving orderly).

Macrophage+ is a mobile GWAP based on the
macrophage phenomenon that tries to solve the problem of knowledge acquisition for control mechanisms.
The game environment is designed to resemble inside
the body invaded by external entities or simply invaders. The invaders cross the screen from the leftmost
corner, giving the player an opportunity to see and
interact with them before reaching the right side and
doing \harm" in the form of game over (Figure 3).
The goal of the game is to \eat" all the invaders,
while they are visible on the screen in order to protect
the body from harm. The only means of interaction
with the invaders is to touch a macrophage and drag
it to one of the invaders; then, the macrophage \eats"
the invader.
To do so, the player must interact by selecting

Figure 3. The annotated screenshot of the game
indicating its various elements.

Figure 2. (a) The sample self-organizing resource- ow system in normal operation. (b) When one of the tools (i.e., the

drilling tool in the leftmost robot) is broken, recon guration is performed and another robot begins to use its drill instead
of the broken one.
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and dragging macrophages to the invaders. These
macrophages are created from the basic cells (indicated by small circles in the bottom right side of
Figure 3). The number of the basic cells decreases
by one when one of the macrophages on the right of
the screen is dragged into the screen. This denotes
that a macrophage is created from a basic cell. Limiting the interacting control to selecting and dragging
macrophages simpli es the game and makes the game
playable by a wider range of audience. Every level
is nished when all the invaders are eaten by the
macrophages.
In order to realize the major properties extracted
from the illustrative example, the mapping between
the game elements and the control mechanism domain
must be explained. In doing so, the game design
can be presented from the operational environment
perspective.
The invaders represent the resources that the
control mechanism has to control and manage so as to
nish tasks on them before the corresponding deadline,
while the macrophages denote the computation components that perform the task. Since each task may
require di erent computations to be completed (e.g.,
read the le from the disk, perform computation, send
the results), we represent each computation required
to complete a task as a layer of protection around
the invader. For instance, in the illustrative example,
each of the invaders represents the resources that they
process in which each may have up to three layers
(drilling a hole, inserting the screw, and tightening it).
Regarding this point of view, unless all the computations are nished (i.e., all the layers are removed), the
resource cannot be processed (or in other words, the
corresponding invader cannot be eaten). In this way,
an invader may require more than one macrophage.
For indicating di erent computations, the layers
are given distinct shapes and colors, which can be
removed by the matching macrophage (which has the
right color and shape). The shapes of the macrophages
were designed in a way that the corresponding
macrophages could be attached to the invaders, simulating the actual binding between a macrophage and
its target invader (Figure 4(a) and (b)).
Figure 4(c) presents invaders with multiple layers
and co-centered shapes. For example, the left invader
has square and circular layers. The precedence of
layers of a resource indicates the order in which
the computations must be performed (e.g., drilling is
carried out before placing the screw in the illustrative
example). The player can choose from a limited set
of small circular cells and convert them to the desired
type of macrophage. This set of cells represents the
basic cells that evolve to the actual macrophages.
The player can convert each basic cell into a di erent
type of macrophages for faster operation or deal with

Figure 4. (a) Implemented types of macrophage. (b) The
corresponding invader shapes. (c) Some sample invaders
using the layers.

multiple invaders simultaneously (it is analogous with
processing multiple resources at once in the illustrative
example). Like real control mechanisms, the number
of available computation components is limited; hence,
the set of basic cells and the macrophages is limited.
This design was chosen to make the player's decision as
close as possible to real conditions. The combination
of player actions regarding the invaders represents the
commands that the control mechanism gives to the
agents in order to perform all required tasks on the
workpieces, ful lling property P1 from the illustrative
example.
The last feature of the game is the possibility of a macrophage death (i.e., disappearing from
the screen). This feature has been added since, in
a real control mechanism scenario, the computation
components (either software or hardware) are prone
to failures. For example, the robotic arms may be
broken in the illustrative example. When a macrophage
dies, it means that the player is unable to use it
and has to replace it by another macrophage created
from the basic cells. The actions performed by the
player in response to such events are analogous to the
required actions that the control mechanism should
perform in the illustrative example when an agent
malfunctions. This helps ful ll property P2 in the
illustrative example.
Lastly, it is possible that more than one invader
enters the screen which indicates a timing issue (i.e.,
some workpieces arrive concurrently, not sequentially).
In such situations, the control mechanism is expected
to perform some additional actions in order to complete all the required tasks on the workpieces. The
knowledge that the player uses in these cases can help
the actual control mechanism handle the timing issues
encountered in the operational environment (property
P3 in the illustrative example).

4.3. Game play and level design

The player begins each level with a predetermined set
of macrophages and basic cells. In this way, the game
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changes to the normal levels. Thus, their assignment
to the players has to be made with special care.
The structure of scenarios is given to the
Macrophage+ game via a simple human-readable le
format that speci es the following major elements:

Figure 5. A sample attack on an invader by a

macrophage in two screenshots: (a) Before attack and (b)
after attack.

represents the initial state of a system having a xed
amount of operational components. When the game
starts, the invaders begin to appear from the leftmost
corner of the screen, each with visible layers surrounding them, indicating the required macrophages
(computation tasks). Each correct macrophage attack
causes a layer to be taken from the invader which means
one of the tasks required to perform the computation
is carried out. Figure 5 depicts a scenario in which
a macrophage attacks an invader in two snapshots
(before and after). In Figure 5(a), the invader has
two layers (triangular and sawtooth). Afterward, it
is attacked by the triangular macrophage, and only the
sawtooth layer remains (Figure 5(b)).
The level has two possible outcomes: 1) The
player wins when all the invaders are eliminated, and
2) The player loses when an invader has crossed the
screen with at least one layer.
From the player's viewpoint, the levels are randomly generated with an increase in the diculty as
the game progresses. As mentioned before, there are
two types of levels: solved scenarios and semi-random
levels. The solved scenarios are the scenarios solved
manually by experts beforehand and, then, converted
into playable levels, while the semi-random levels are
random levels created from the solved scenarios by
changing their parameters randomly.
Each of these two types of levels can be categorized into three sets of levels, namely normal,
challenging, and adaptive context levels. The \normal"
scenarios are the usual levels at which no macrophage
dies. These levels are mostly easy and used as
introduction levels for the game.
The \challenging" scenarios are designed to match
near-real-world problems faced by the control mechanisms in actual systems. The \adaptive context"
scenarios focus on replacing the damaged components,
resulting in a dynamic solution. Complicated scenarios
are achieved by assigning a high death rate for the
macrophages (around 50%). The last two types of levels may have no solution because they employ random

- The maximum number of available basic cells (from
which the macrophages can be created);
- For each invader, the following items;
- Entrance time in seconds;
- Deadline, i.e., the time (in seconds) the invader
should exit the screen;
- Layers by specifying their type and precedence.
The semi-random levels are created on the y on
the server side once and given to the players. Because
of their random nature, the set of levels created from
the same solved scenarios can vary in each initialization
of the game.
Regardless of the level type, there are the following rules that govern both types of levels:

Rule 1: Each level must have at least one invader
and one basic cell;
Rule 2: Each invader must have at least one layer;
Rule 3: Every invader should have an entrance time
and a deadline time with time < deadline holding;
Rule 4: The number of basic cells must be positive.

4.4. Data gathering

When a level is played by the player, every action of
the player is recorded anonymously regardless of the
outcome. This leads to recording the player failures
which are also useful for deducing wrong actions. Each
level is recorded separately that contains only the
game play and no personal information in order to
preserve the anonymity of the players. The major
events recorded are given as follows:
-

The result of the level;
Creation of macrophages from basic cells;
Consumption of layers by macrophages;
Death of macrophages;
Elimination of invaders.

4.5. Rule extraction

Rule extraction is currently the only method used for
game play analysis in this work. The general form of
rules used by control mechanisms is Ri : Ci ! Ai in
which Ri represents the rule, Ci the set of conditions
that must be valid in order to apply the rule, and Ai
the set of actions. The control mechanism uses these
rules as the knowledge needed so as to make decisions.
In order to simplify the rules presented in this paper,
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a pseudo-code like syntax is used for the extracted
rules. Such a representation can communicate the
relationship between the game and the target domain.
Therefore, there are verbs such as Prepare or Use Tool
in the extracted rules:
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6

:
:
:
:
:
:

T ask1
T ask2
T ask3
T ask1
T ask2
T ask3

! Prepare Tool1 ;
! Prepare Tool2 ;
! Prepare Tool3 ;
! Use Tool1 ;
! Use Tool2 ;
! Use Tool3 .

Since the scenario is very basic, the extracted
rules are trivial. They indicate that for each remaining
Task, the Tool that can carry out the process must be
prepared (either it exists like a macrophage that has
been already created, or it must be created) and, then,
the required tool must be used.
The recorded game plays are analyzed automatically based on the outcome of the game, trying to
extract the right decisions in the form of the above
rules (In extracting the rules, the notion of Decision
Tree [73,74] is used which is a known machine learning
technique capable of extracting the required rules). For
instance, the actions in a game won by a player can be
used as a basis for similar scenarios. This means that
when the control mechanism has all or a subset of the
tasks played by the player, the same or similar actions
can be safely used.
Another application of the recorded actions is to
extract patterns used for replacing the damaged components. Such actions can make the control mechanism
exhibit adaptive behavior in unexpected situations.
A nal step is considered for the uni cation of
the rules. The necessity of uni cation is due to the
fact that the game is played simultaneously by many
players and, also, the levels have many similarities; this
may lead to repeated rules. This uni cation consists of
three steps:
1. Eliminating duplicated rules: Since the levels are
shared among the players, it is natural to have
similar or exact game plays, leading to the very
same set of rules;
2. Normalizing the rules: Some rules may have the
same semantics without having any similar condition or action (i.e., the same form of rule, yet
with di erent symbols). Such rules are recognized
and normalized manually. For instance, if there
are two distinct levels at which there is only one
invader with one layer, the solution is to use one
macrophage with the corresponding color/shape
(e.g., the above-mentioned rules R1 , R2 , and R3
are uni ed);

3. Removing possible loops: It is possible to have rules
like Ri , Rj , and Rk in which the actions of Ri lead
to the triggering of Rj and, in turn, Rk is triggered,
resulting in the triggering of Ri again. This loop
will prevent the control mechanism from reaching
a decision at all. The loops can be eliminated by
further analysis such as decomposition of the rules
and eliminating their cause.
Using the uni cation leads to the nal set of rules
applicable in the control mechanism.

5. Evaluation
The evaluation of the Macrophage+ game is performed
from two major viewpoints:
1. The applicability of the rules extracted from the
game for control mechanisms;
2. The evaluation of the game as a GWAP.
sons:

The second viewpoint is important for two rea-

1. If the game is not motivating and interesting to
the players, it will not be played by the players
regardless of its applicability in the desired domain;
2. Another important issue is that the player must
not be concerned with the complexity rooted in the
actual domain. This goal is achieved by hiding the
technical details from the game, making it appear
not to be related to the real domain.
If the game cannot address the above issues, then
it is not possible to solve the problem of knowledge acquisition in control mechanisms collectively in the form
of crowdsourcing. Therefore, it is important to evaluate
the game as a GWAP and study the related metrics.

5.1. Evaluation of the applicability for control
mechanisms
Method: The evaluation of the applicability of the

proposed GWAP in the control mechanism context has
been performed through an experiment conducted by
the cooperation of two groups of participants: experts
and non-experts. The non-expert group played the
game, while the experts were given the actual problem.
Both groups performed their tasks individually and
simultaneously. The game data were gathered using
the game server and, then, analyzed in order to extract
rules. The extracted rules were applied manually at
two levels (solved scenarios and semi-random levels)
given to the players. The results of both groups were
used separately so as to solve new levels and ultimately
two case studies. The extracted rules were applied
to new scenarios that were not employed in the game
to conduct the nal evaluation of the applicability in
actual control mechanisms.
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Figure 6. A schematic overview of the Search And Rescue (SAR) scenario, indicating various key elements.

Case studies: This study used the illustrative exam-

ple as a case study. However, since this example is
rather simple, another rather complicated scenario was
applied.
Our chosen case study is a search and rescue
(SAR) scenario in which a number of robots search for
possible survivors and potential threats (e.g., wild re)
and, then, report them to the rescue base. Using robots
in SAR has been an interesting problem studied in
many research pieces [75{78]. In these missions, the
goal is to nd victims and survivors in an area, aid
them or call for help as soon as possible with minimal
exposure of the rescue team to the hazards in the
environments. The nature of the hazards varies from
environment to environment, generally resulting from
a disaster happened in the area (e.g., wild re, ruined
building) with individuals incapacitated or trapped.
Many types of robots are used in these missions
such as Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV) and Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV), which are usually instrumented with the necessary equipment like sensors,
cameras, and the Global Positioning System (GPS)
[79]. They can detect victims using their cameras or
other sensors [78,79]. In some of these missions, only
one type of the mentioned robots is employed [80],
while others have a hybrid approach to robots [75{78].
The scenario at focus here begins with the assignment of the target area. When the UGVs are
deployed in the vicinity of the designated area, the
mission starts. Due to the obstructed view of the UGVs
and the size of the area, a UGV may achieve limited
knowledge of the environment, potentially omitting
some sub-areas and immediate threats. To compensate
for this weakness, the use of UAV has been proposed
in many works [75{78] so as to provide aerial support
for the mission by performing the following tasks:
1) nding a path for UGVs in case of obstacles, 2)
assigning higher priority sub-areas to UGVs (detecting
these sub-areas can be done by using sensors such

as heat sensors employed for detecting re), and 3)
participating in searching inaccessible sub-areas such
as ruined buildings, roofs, etc.
To perform the mentioned tasks, UAVs need to
observe UGVs and cover all or a sucient portion
of the area. Since no UAV has a global view of the
area, the required information is obtained using UAV
to UAV communications. Figure 6 shows a schematic
overview of the SAR scenario. The UAVs have an
aerial view of the area including UGVs, obstacles, and
survivors/victims. The UGVs employ their sensors to
search the subarea to gain a more detailed view of their
vicinity in comparison to the UAVs.
The UAVs communicate important data about
the environment which facilitate realizing the mission
goal, i.e., completely search the area in order to
nd the survivors/victims. They also communicate
with the UGVs and give them orders to be followed.
This leads to a feedback control loop similar to the
observer/controller pattern in which the UAVs perform
control tasks alongside normal SAR tasks (e.g., search
a building). If we want to map this scenario to the
Macrophage+, we have to identify the resources and
the tasks. The major tasks in the control mechanism
include aggregating data from the area using UAV to
UAV communication and planning for a better area
coverage based on the threat or rescue priority. The
tasks that must be performed by the UGVs in the
simplest scenario include: 1) getting path from UAVs,
2) searching the area and reporting the status of the
area, 3) getting the next area assignment, and 4)
moving to the next area. The tasks required from the
UAVs in the same scenarios are as follow:
1. Calculating the path for UGVs;
2. Searching the area and reporting the status of the
area;
3. Assigning the next area to search for the UGVs.
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The resources in this scenario correspond to the
sub-areas, which require di erent combinations of tasks
to be processed. Using these tasks, di erent invaders
representing the tasks required to navigate and search
di erent areas were created in our experiment.
Ten scenarios were selected from both case studies, solved, and then converted as levels for the evaluation. These scenarios were arranged from single task
scenarios in which no macrophage died to complicated
scenarios with a high death rate for the macrophages.
Moreover, each player played ve unsolved levels in the
form of semi-random levels based on the above ten
scenarios. Finally, seven new scenarios were selected
and solved, but not given to the players. The purpose of
using these new scenarios was to evaluate the resulting
rules in facing new situations (represented in the form
of these seven scenarios).
Table 1 lists some of the extracted scenarios.
For example, the sixth line denotes a scenario in
which three invaders with the indicated layers must be
eliminated. The complexity of this scenario is caused
by the concurrent entrance of Macrophages #2 and
#3. Since both macrophages have the same layers
(layers 3, 4, and 5), the elimination of the layers must
be carried out at the same time so that the invaders
can be eliminated before their deadline. Therefore,
an additional macrophage must be created by a basic
cell for eliminating the rst layer of the third invader,
another two for eating the second layer, and nally
two others for eating the last layers of the remaining
invaders. Hence, a total of seven basic cells are at
least required. It is interesting to note that if the
invaders were slow enough, a better solution could
be devised that involves four macrophages instead of
seven. In such a case, there would be enough time
to eliminate the rst layer of invader #2; then, the
same macrophage is used for eliminating the rst layer
of invader #3 while using a new macrophage for the
second layer of invader #2. In this manner, the level

can be solved by using a total of four macrophages.

Evaluation criteria and metrics: The percentage
of levels solvable by the extracted rules (for both
scenarios and solvable semi-random levels) is the main
metric. Another metric is the percentage of the new
scenarios (not played by the players) solvable by the
set of extracted rules. Finally, the total time for
acquiring the knowledge by playing the game compared
to that of the experts was considered as the last
metric.

Participants: The participants were divided into two

groups based on their experience with the control
mechanisms and algorithms:

Players: A sample of sixteen people (six females and
ten males) were recruited from outside of the university
campus by public call. The only requirement was being
familiar with playing simple games. This group was
chosen in a manner that they had no or little knowledge
of control mechanisms, such that they generally could
not devise any e ective solution to the problem systematically. This was ensured by selecting people with
unrelated backgrounds or working experiences. The
main reason for selecting the rst group was to have
non-expert people in control mechanisms, and to show
that the game can have wide audience. The mean age
of the participants was 30 years (ranging between 24{
42, standard deviation of 4.3), and their average year
of education was 5.7 (range 4{12).
Experts: The second group includes three experts with
a good control mechanism and algorithm background
who could devise a solution for the actual problem.
They were asked to solve the actual control problem
and extract the rules required. Only a detailed
description of the operational environment was given to
this group; therefore, no scenarios were needed. Their

Table 1. Some sample extracted scenarios.
Scenario
no.

Summary

Invaders

1
2
3
4
5
6

Show the game play
Simple solved level
Show how to replace the dead macrophage
Simple solved level
Semi-random level from row #4
Complex solved level

Single invader, one layer
Two invaders, one layer each
Two invaders, one layer each
Three invaders, two layers each
Three invaders, three layers each
Three invaders:
{#1 with layers 1,2
{#2 with layers 2, 3, 4
{#3 with layers 2, 3, 4
after #1 enters, #2 and #3
enter at the same time

Number of Chance of
basic
macrophage
cells
death
1
1
2
2
4
7

0
0
100
0
20
0
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average age was 32.3 (range 32{34; standard deviation
1.14), and they had an average of 7 (ranging between
6{8) years of experience.

Materials: The game was run on a computer with

an ordinary speci cation of common work station.
Macrophage+ was developed using the PyGame crossplatform Python library. Images and graphics were
created using Inkscape and Gimp software.

Tasks: The following two tasks have been performed:
Playing session: All players attended a single voluntary playing session in which they were free to
quit the game when they wanted to. The players
were asked to solve as many levels as they could in
the session time, which could help with having game
plays that result from motivated players for better
results;
Control mechanism knowledge provision session: All
experts attended a single session and were asked
to manually provide the required knowledge for the
control mechanism.

Procedures: The detailed procedures for the evaluation tasks are described here:

Playing session: Before starting the playing session,
the participants were informed about the study,
without mentioning the real purpose of the game.
Then, the players were asked about agreeing to play
the game. Afterward, the game mechanics were
explained to the players orally, and all the questions
were answered. When there was no question and all
the players were ready, the game was installed on the
smartphones and the game play began in an empty
room.
Whenever any player
nished playing
Macrophage+, he/she was asked whether he/she
agreed to contribute to the questionnaire regarding
the game play.
Control mechanism knowledge provision session: After agreeing to perform the experiment, the three
experts were asked to provide the required knowledge
for the given speci cation so that the control mechanism could make its decision using this knowledge.
There was no time limit for this session. Like the
players, they were asked whether they agreed to
participate in the evaluation process related to them.

Data collection: The game data were collected via
the game server-side facilities. The output produced
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by the experts was collected on the paper.

Results and discussion: The players solved 97% of

the scenarios (the selected 10 levels) of the game. Due
to the short time of the experience, no player left the
session. The result of the semi-random levels was 80%.
Around 80% of the unused scenarios (i.e., scenarios prepared for evaluation purpose) were solved, which
regarding the total time required for the experiment
(around 10 minutes) was acceptable compared to the
time the experts spent (around 2 hours).
The short levels and their successive assignment
kept most of the players immersed in the game; however, a number of the participants stated that the
game was much easy. It was expected that, due to
the easiness of the game, most of the levels would be
solved by the players. Interestingly enough, the semirandom levels that were designated to be unsolvable
by the player were veri ed via manual analysis after
the experiment. However, the players were not blocked
by such levels due to the level assignment. The observation and questionnaires indicate that the players
considered the game to have a random nature like many
existing games. The details of the questionnaire will be
studied in the next subsection.
Solving the puzzles by the players was faster than
devising actual rules by the expert group. Table 2
shows two of the these extracted rules in pseudolanguage in which UseOr CreateTool represents the
action of creating or using existing tools, and Process
denotes the action of processing the resource (using
UseOrCreateTool or other means). On the other hand,
in comparison with the players' output, the experts'
output was capable of solving more complex scenarios
and, generally, could be used to address a wider range
of scenarios and operational environments.
The comparison of the results of the two groups
(the output of the experts and the rules extracted from
the game play of the non-experts) indicates that the
GWAP is able to reach faster results with no cost.
While the expert team reached a nal speci cation for
the control mechanism in a longer duration of time,
the time required in an actual environment would be
much longer. This increase can be attributed to the
fact that the work of the experts was voluntary and
might be carried out in a more casual manner than
that in an actual environment. In addition, since the
experiment was conducted on a volunteering basis, the
experts agreed not to be paid; however, in an actual
environment, we should accept considerable cost.
It appears that although the semi-random levels

Table 2. Some sample extracted rules.

Resource(r) = fT ask(t1 )g ! UseOrCreateT ool(T1 )
Resource(r1 ) < Resource(r2 ) < Deadline(r1 ) > Deadline(r2 ) ! P rocess(r2 )
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were less than the scenarios, these levels played an
important role in reaching the extracted rules, because
the randomness led to the levels and diculties similar
to those of the experts' speci cations.
Although this experiment was limited due to the
participant number and time restrictions, it shows
that Macrophage+ is applicable in the domain of the
control mechanism and can be applied to this problem
using crowd-sourcing and opening new opportunities
for GWAPs in such a context.
Regarding the related works, geotagging proposed
by Chen et al. [60], cannot be used for the control
mechanism domain because of the question-and-answer
theme of the geotagging game, which makes the application of the game impossible in the control domain.
Pheromander [61] used the user interactions for improving the pheromone-based swarm. The player had
to tackle the pheromone placing for optimum results.
In the problem of knowledge acquisition, this requires
domain knowledge and a simulation environment in
which the player adds the rules. Such an approach
limits the participants to the experts. Moreover,
providing a simulation environment would add much
higher costs than Macrophage+. The KissKissBan [62]
game faced diculties for proper application in the
control domain. To do so, the collaborating players
had to have detailed knowledge of the domain, which
limited the participants to domain experts only. This
applies to the ESP game [14]. The Curator GWAP [59],
which was based on grouping of similar collections that
could be used for grouping similar scenarios, included
solving these scenarios, which limited the players to
domain experts.
In summary, it can be said that Macrophage+
has been a better solution for knowledge acquisition
so far than the existing GWAP. The incurred development cost of Macrophage+ is still lower than that of
employing experts in the control mechanism domain.

5.2. Evaluation of the game as GWAP

The evaluation of Macrophage+ as a GWAP was
carried out using some metrics calculated by us from
the playing session and the questionnaires lled by the
participants playing the game.

Evaluation method and metrics: The evaluation

of game engagement in general has been the focus
of many studies [81{83]. The studies show that the
questionnaire is an applicable method for verifying this
topic. Therefore, in the context of GWAP, the metrics
were calculated as in [84] via questionnaire. Von Ahn
and Dabbish [84] proposed three metrics for evaluating
a GWAP:
1. Throughput as the average number of problems
solved by the players in a period of time;

2. ALP as the average of total time the game played
by the players;
3. Expected contribution as the product of the two
previous items that denotes the average number of
problems solved by the players in a period of time
(e.g., an hour).
Through the gathered data, the three metrics
could be calculated; however, these metrics can be used
for determining which of the two GWAPs solving the
same problem is better [84]. Because the contribution
of using GWAP in providing the required knowledge for
the control mechanism is new, calculating these metrics
will not bring insight for evaluating the game. However,
we will present the calculated metrics for comparison
in the future works with the same problem. Further,
due to some unique properties of the game, calculating
the throughput metric needs careful consideration. The
number of levels cleared is not a good way of calculating
the throughput because the levels are shared across
many players; therefore, they are repeatedly solved
without any guarantee about the uniqueness of the
solution.
Because of the above-mentioned restrictions, a
questionnaire was used so as to see how much the
players enjoyed the game. It is also important to know
how much Macrophage+ has been successful in hiding
the control problem from the players.

Participants: The same groups of the players in
Subsection 5.1 cooperated in the second evaluation.

Material: To collect data, a questionnaire was designed (Figure 7). The required data for this questionnaire are given below:

1. Personal information of players (age, number of
years spent in education, gender, previous experience in gaming, and smartphone model);
2. The degree which indicates how much the players
enjoyed the game: (0 = not at all, 2 = a little, 3 =
somewhat, 4 = good, 5 = very);
3. The real purpose of the Macrophage+ game from
the player's point of view (the given choices include
biology, control mechanisms, arti cial intelligence,
scheduling, re ex measurement, or to write other
purposes).
The third part explores the ability of the GWAP
to hide its real purpose from the players. The answer to
this question is important because it can reveal whether
or not the game is successful in hiding the technical
details related to the target domain. In this manner,
we can be sure that the game is usable by non-experts;
therefore, the problem behind the game can be tackled
via crowd-sourcing.
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Figure 7. The questionnaire players lled.

Tasks and procedures: Having nished playing the

game, each player was asked to participate in lling the
mentioned questionnaire.

Results and discussion: All the problems were

solved (12 levels: 9 scenarios, and 3 semi-random
levels); therefore, the average number of problems
solved was 12, which led to the extraction of 16 rules in
20 minutes or 0.8 of a problem per minute. The ALP
metric was calculated as 17 minutes. The expected
contribution was \0:8rule=min  17min = 13:6rule".
It is worth mentioning that the problem was solved in
parallel, which is the reason for the 0:8rule=min rate.
Hence, it is possible to increase this number by adding
more participants and levels without the need for a
longer time.
As mentioned before, since Macrophage+ is the
rst attempt at utilizing the GWAP technique in the
control mechanism domain, the calculated metrics are
not applicable for making a sensible comparison. However, these measures were calculated for comparison
with future works.
The questionnaire used in evaluating the game
revealed that most of the players enjoyed the game.
The game scored 84 out of 100 (standard deviation

of 12.96) by the players, which is an acceptable score
regarding the early stage of the game. Among the
16 players, 12 people (75%) expressed their interest
in playing Macrophage+ again. An important nding
is that no player could guess the real intention of
Macrophage+ (the answer to the third question in
the questionnaire), which indicates that the game has
been successful in hiding its real purpose. Re ex
measurement, algorithm (optimization), and biology
were respectively the highest selected areas for the
game by the participants.

6. Conclusion and future works
Game With A Purpose (GWAP) is a technique used
in the human-based computation domain in which
humans help solve problems that are costly or hard
to solve. This technique has been applied to many
problems. In the control mechanism, the knowledge
required for decision-making is usually provided by
experts, a lengthy and time-consuming approach. This
study proposed a GWAP, called Macrophage+, that
solved this problem by disguising it as a simple game
playable by non-expert people.
Macrophage+ is loosely based on real
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macrophages that exist in the body eating the external
entities. Each task to be performed by the control
mechanism is simulated by an invader with many
layers. The player uses the macrophages for eating
the invaders layer by layer. Component failure in
the system is simulated by dying macrophages and
the recovery mechanism is simulated by the player's
ability to replace them with new components. The
levels are complete when all the invaders are \eaten"
by the macrophages.
The results show that the game is successful in
achieving its goals. However, there are still shortcomings to the proposed method. One of these shortcomings is that Macrophage+ only provides knowledge
for the rule-based control mechanisms and there is no
straightforward way to extend it to the other types of
control mechanisms. The addition of metrics can adapt
the game for goal-based adaptation logic for control
mechanisms. In order to achieve this, the condition
of winning or losing the levels can be extended by
adding some other conditions describing the desired
metrics (e.g., the number of failed components lower
than 25%). In this regard, such a type of the game
may introduce a particular type of challenge besides
the normal levels to the players. This can increase the
motivation of players to try them.
Devising a feedback mechanism for gathering
scenarios from the operational environment, especially
operational failures in the agents, may provide scenarios unforeseen by the game. This can be realized
by enriching and structuring the logging mechanisms
of the agents and sending the logs to the system,
thus enabling the structured logs to be parsed so
as to extract the required scenarios for later use in
the GWAP. Hence, providing the GWAP with new
challenges can enrich the game and provide possible
solutions to the domain by analyzing the game plays.
This may be achieved by gathering mechanism and
monitoring logs generated by the involved systems.
Another shortcoming is that the tasks (i.e., layers
of invaders) are only performed sequentially; hence, no
useful rule can be gathered for performing concurrent
tasks. The idea of hybrid layers can address this
problem. By hybrid layers, we mean that some layers
of the invaders consist of two or more di erent shapes
(e.g., half of a layer is shaped like a square, while the
other half is circular) and, therefore, require more than
one macrophage in order to destroy them (i.e., one for
the circular half and one for the square part).
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